The purpose of this study is to understand how institutional language managers make and legitimize decisions about language choice on state websites. The focus lies on state institutions in two technologically advanced European nation-states: Estonia and Norway. The analysis is empirically based on interviews with employees at the institutions, who are involved in the implementation and appropriation of state language and communication policies. A qualitative study focusing on these language managers helps to reveal the way they make sense of their policy environment, and brings out their priorities and challenges. The interview data show that institutional language managers explain language choice not just by referring to explicit policy statements, but also in relation to a broad range of other factors, such as economic, pragmatic, and technical considerations. The article sheds light on the language ideologies underpinning these factors by demonstrating how various languages are valorized differently in the institutions and reveals a complexity of intertwined reasons behind the prioritization of certain languages over others. Finally, the article aims to show that it is important to go beyond analyzing policy documents and websites as finished products, and to talk with the institutional actors in order to gain insight into the multiple conditions that influence language policy.
According to Blackledge (2005, p. 32) , language ideologies constitute 'values, practices and beliefs associated with language use' and are 'produced in discourses' (Blackledge, 2005, p. 44) at the local, regional, national, and supranational level. In this way, the justifications and sensemaking of the language managers regarding the use of different languages on state websites can shed light on the underlying language ideologies, which convey beliefs about the value and functions of languages (Pietikäinen & Kelly-Holmes, 2013, p. 8) .
The article proceeds as follows. First, the theoretical framework for this study is outlined. This is followed by an overview of the contextual background, with a focus on the linguistic situation, central language policies for state communication, and language use on state websites in Estonia and Norway. I then proceed to presenting the study and its results. The explanations by the participants are illustrated in the form of two models, which provide an overview of the complexity of reasons behind managerial decisions about the use and non-use of various languages on public sector websites. Lastly, I discuss the broader language ideologies that become evident through the participants' explanations of language choice, and explore the implications of the study for researching language policy in institutional contexts.
Theoretical underpinnings: A focus on language managers
The state as the creator of official policies is only one, although a very central, actor among many that define language norms and regulate language use in contemporary globalized societies (Blommaert et al., 2009) . In reality, policies are 'created across multiple layers of context and institutional authority' (Johnson, 2015, p. 172) , including meso-level actors such as institutions, and also individual actors. Ricento and Hornberger (1996) use the metaphor of an onion in order to describe the multiplicity of layers and contexts through which language policies develop, with each layer containing its own agents. A perennial challenge in the study of language policy is making connections between the macro and the micro, or 'between the multiple layers of language policy creation, interpretation, and appropriation' (Johnson, 2011, p. 267) . A number of researchers have taken an ethnographic approach (Hornberger & Johnson, 2007) to researching language policy, in order to make better sense of the beliefs, perspectives, and practices of language policy agents (see for example Barakos, 2012; McCarty, 2011; Siiner, 2016) .
Ethnographic and other qualitative work focusing on language policy agents helps to reveal the ways they make sense of their policy environment, and how they interpret and appropriate language policy regulations in sometimes unpredictable ways (Johnson, 2011, p. 269) .
The term 'language management', initially introduced by Jernudd and Neustupný (1987) as a novel continuation of the language planning tradition, has become a widely used expression in the sociolinguistic literature. As pointed out by Sanden (2016, p. 521) , today 'the question is not whether the term is in use or not, but rather by whom, and in what way'. Sanden (2016) highlights three research traditions of language management that differ substantially in their approach. He argues that language management may refer to:
(1) The Language Management Theory (LMT), which developed along the lines of what was initially proposed by Jernudd and Neustupný (1987) . According to the LMT, language management is a corrective discourse-based process and involves the generation of utterances and the management of these utterances (see e. g. Nekvapil 2006; Nekvapil & Sherman 2015) .
Importantly, the management process only starts when a deviation from an established norm is noted (Nekvapil & Sherman 2013: 91) . Central to the LMT is the division between simple (discourse-based, face-to-face) and organized (institutional) language management, which are at the same time seen as interconnected.
(2) A sub-concept of Spolsky's language policy model. According to Spolsky (2004; , language management is one of the three components of language policy alongside with language practices and language beliefs, and refers to the explicit and observable efforts by someone or some group to modify or influence language practice or beliefs. Importantly, Spolsky (2009) only identifies language management when it is possible to identify the language manager.
(3) A variable in business and corporate management. According to this definition, language management is first and foremost an instrumental approach and has as its primary goal to facilitate efficient corporate communication (Sanden 2016, p. 526) .
The current study adopts Spolsky's definition of language management and sets the focus on language managers. According to Spolsky (2004) , language management is to be interpreted as a manipulation of the language situation of a community, and language managers hold a central position in this process. Under Spolsky's (2004) definition, all those involved in language management through seeking to modify the language situation in any way are language managers.
They are portrayed on a continuum from families and individuals to institutions and businesses, local government bodies, and national assemblies. In the context of this study, language managers can be identified both on the level of the state (individuals, groups, and public bodies involved in the creation of official policies) and on the more local institutional level (individuals responsible for the interpretation and appropriation of the policies in the context of the specific institutions).
This article refers to employees involved in institutional language management as language managers and demonstrates their challenges in choosing communication strategies and making compromises in realizing the policies. Such institutional decisions are not entirely based on official regulations but can be further influenced by local communicational goals and even by personal judgments, as the perceived value of a language can be a major force in driving language management (Spolsky, 2009, p. 64) . Spolsky (2009: 226) further emphasizes the importance to distinguish between the individuals and agencies that are established specifically to deal with language management and the ones that 'include language management within the wider responsibilities of the agency'. The state institutions in focus in this article belong to the latter type of agencies named by Spolsky: although controlling and prescribing language choice is not a direct aim of these institutions, it nevertheless happens, even if unconsciously and unplanned, in the course of language management of multilingual state communication. Spolsky (2012) outlines an example of language management which takes place through the encouragement or forcing of members of a speech community to use a different language variety or variant, and this can, to a certain degree, be seen to be the case in the regulation of language choice and use on state websites. In the context of this article, language management can be seen as a goal-directed activity to get a task done, which is not necessarily directly about language but involves language choice. The overarching task of public sector institutions can be seen as disseminating information (for instance, about welfare benefits or tax regulations), and communicating with the multilingual public. While influencing language practices among the public is not the direct aim of these institutions, it nevertheless takes place in the course of language management. More specifically, it happens through granting online visibility to some languages, and through the erasure (Irvine & Gal, 2000) of others from state websites.
Background of the study
Norway and Estonia illustrate two different sociolinguistic situations in the European sphere of democratic norms, allowing for an investigation of challenges in state communication with various types of linguistic minorities. At the same time, both Norway and Estonia are influenced by globalization trends, which in this case manifest in the widespread use of English in online state communication. In recent years, Estonia has been at the forefront of digital public services in Europe, and also Norway is performing very well when compared to the average in the European Union (European Commission, 2016) . Drawing on data from two countries helps to demonstrate a broad variety of reasons behind the creation of the covert language policy, and also to show how language managers assign different priorities to these reasons depending on the contextual demands. I will now briefly outline the linguistic situation and legislation regarding language use in the public sector in Estonia and Norway (for a more detailed overview, see Berezkina, 2015; Berezkina, 2016) .
Norwegian has two written standards: Bokmål and Nynorsk. The two standards have equal status in Norway; however, Nynorsk is only used by around 10-15% of the population (see Grepstad, 2015; Maehlum, 2007; Røyneland, 2013 for an overview of the language situation in Norway). Norway has implemented the provisions of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, with protection granted to Sámi, Kven, Romanes, and Romany. The Sámi have furthermore been recognized as indigenous people in Norway and are entitled to special rights and protection. Official language legislation in Norway regulates the use of Sámi and Nynorsk in state communication. According to the Language Act (Mållova, 1980) , none of the two written standards of Norwegian should be used by less than 25% in written publications issued by state institutions, and this also includes websites. The use of Sámi in official communication is required by the Sámi Act (Sameloven, 1987) and also emphasized in the Central Government Communication Policy (2009). Finally, around 16.3% of Norway's total population of 5.2 million has immigrant background from a large number of countries (Statistics Norway, 2016) . The use of immigrant languages in state communication is not regulated by any official legislation. At the time when this study was conducted, the websites of the three state institutions in focus used Bokmål, Nynorsk, Sámi, and English. All three institutions had previously attempted to include numerous immigrant languages to their websites, but almost all of these languages were removed in 2014 (Berezkina, 2016) .
The main immigration source in Estonia is connected to the Soviet period. As a result, L1
Russian speakers (mostly Russians, Belarusians and Ukrainians) constitute the largest minority group in the country, which makes the demographic situation in Estonia more homogeneous than in Norway. At the time of the latest census in 2011, Russian speakers constituted 29.6% of Estonia's total population of 1.3 million people (Statistics Estonia, 2016) . However, Estonian has been the single official language of the country since the restoration of independence in 1991, while Russian has not been officially recognized as a minority language. Language legislation in Estonia is mostly concerned with supporting and strengthening Estonian as the sole national language. This must, of course, 'be seen against the historical background of the compulsory official bilingualism of Soviet times', which served the covert goal of Russification of Soviet republics (Laakso & Sarhimaa, 2016, p. 73) . According to the Language Act (2011) , Estonian is the only official language of the country, and the language of public administration. Despite the absence of Russian from official legislation, in reality public services accommodate Russianspeakers to a large degree. It is typical for state websites to be trilingual in Estonian, Russian and English (Berezkina, 2015) , and this is also the case with the four institutions in focus in this article.
Data and method
The data presented in this study were collected in 2014 and are part of a broader research project on language use in online and offline state communication in Estonia and Norway. All together 8 state employees participated in the study. In Norway, I conducted interviews in three state Estonian respectively, and parts of them were translated for this article by the present author. Prior to the interviews, I conducted an analysis of language use on the websites of the institutions in focus, which was mapped mainly on two levels of the website architecture: the front pages and pages to which links were provided on the front pages. The questions in the interview guide were designed taking into consideration the website data collected.
The interview data were analyzed using the method of qualitative content analysis, following the procedure suggested by Dörnyei (2007, p. 246) : (a) transcribing the data, (b) manual coding, (c) growing ideas in the form of memos, and (d) interpreting the data and drawing conclusions. In this article, the focus lies on explanations regarding the use or non-use of certain languages on state websites. Since the analysis of the interview data was mainly non-linguistic and explored content and themes rather than the participants' discursive practices, I used orthographic transcription following the rules of standard Bokmål and Estonian. In order to create a categorization of the various explanations for the online language policy that was current at the time of the interviews (in 2014), I first analyzed the full transcripts of the interviews and listed all possible explanations that the participants provided, categorized by language. In the process of coding, I searched for patterns throughout these explanations, as a way of finding more general tendencies in the material and see the connections across the individual interviews, institutions, and countries. In order to make sense of my data, I created coding maps with categories for the different reasons and justifications used by the institutional language managers. An overview of the different types of explanations is provided in the sections below in the form of two models derived from the coding maps. The participants' perceptions and experiences are exemplified throughout the article by interview excerpts, which are considered most representative and relevant for the discussion.
Explanations of language policy on state websites
Below follows an overview of the language managers' explanations regarding the institutional language policy for online communication with the public, which I derived from the interview data from Estonian and Norwegian state institutions. The explanations are presented in the form of two models: Figure 1 outlines the reasons for the inclusion of different languages on state websites, and Figure 2 gives reasons for their exclusion. As will be demonstrated further below, explanations regarding the exclusion of languages from state websites were only found in the interview data from Norway. This can be partially explained by the fact that recent changes entailed the removal of immigrant languages from the websites in focus, and this was therefore a central topic in the interviews.
The two proposed models are designed to show the multitude of reasons that language managers draw on in order to explain the online institutional language policy. These reasons are otherwise not visible in the processes of language policy and planning. Therefore, an overview of the different explanations is useful as it moves the focus on from an analysis of the use or non-use of particular languages on state websites to a broader discussion of the reasons and ultimately underlying ideologies behind decisions about institutional language policy. It is important to point out that some of the categories are more extensive than others, and they refer to more examples than others. Certainly, there may be more categories, and this overview is by no means meant to be static or exhaustive. Finally, it must be emphasized that the presence or absence of one particular language can be explained by multiple intertwined reasons, and there are no rigid borders between the categories.
Explaining inclusion
The model below (Figure 1 ) is based on the interviews with institutional language managers in Norway and Estonia. Each proposed category is further illustrated and discussed in the following sub-sections. (a) Legal reasons. This category comprises the explanations regarding the presence of a language on a state website by reference to the official legislation. These were salient in the Norwegian case, namely in connection to Nynorsk and Sámi. In fact, producing web content in The organizations and people advocating for Sámi and Nynorsk were repeatedly referred to as 'the other' in the interviews:
Reasons for including languages on state websites
Disse menneskene med samisk er jo sånn 'bare oversette mer og mer', men vi tenker at det har ikke noe hensikt hvis det ikke blir brukt da. When it comes to the latter quote, it should be mentioned that Bokmål and Nynorsk already are, officially, equal language varieties, and have in fact had equal status in Norway since 1885, based on a parliamentary resolution. However, the real position of Nynorsk in official services and bureaucracy remains weak (Grepstad, 2015) .
It is of crucial importance that the reason for the presence of Sámi and Nynorsk on state websites tended to only be presented as something required by the law. The fact that this was the most used explanation indicates that it may be typical for the state institutions in Norway to create these language versions because they have to, rather than because they are engaged in enhancing the status of Sámi and Nynorsk in official communication. Koskinen (2013) Me siin ei jälgi riigi keelepoliitikat, me lähtume oma eesmärgist ja otstarbekas on inimestele infot jagada nende emakeeles.
We don't follow the state language policy here, we proceed from our goal and it's efficient to provide people with information in their mother tongue.
The widespread use of Russian in the Estonian public sector and the way institutional actors support it, illustrates the significant gap between official language policy and real-life institutional practices (Berezkina, 2015) . Institutional language practices can transform state language policy, 'sometimes merely localizing, sometimes challenging or subverting it' (Androutsopoulos, 2009, p. 286 ; see also Spolsky, 2009, p. 228) . In this way, institutions hold agency and can create what can be recognized as a language policy, 'one that is not directly the result of some larger macro policy, but is a response to their own needs, their own "language problems", their own requirement for language management' (Baldauf, 2006, p. 155 ).
In the Norwegian case, the functional explanation was used by the participant in the Tax Administration for justifying the presence of Polish on an additional website connected to the institution. Today, Poles constitute the largest immigrant group in Norway, and a significant part of them are labor immigrants who pay taxes and have rights to social welfare (Statistics Norway, 2016) . Poles are therefore an important target group for the Tax Administration, and the institution has maintained a separate website with key information in Polish since 2009.
Vi har sett at det er mange polske som kommer og jobber i Norge, så vi lagde et nettsted som heter taxnorway. … Så det var jo på en måte en vurdering ut fra at her er volumet stort, og det er vedvarende ikke sant, vi så ikke noen tendenser på at det gikk ned i hvert fall, men det holdt seg stabilt.
We have seen that there are many Poles who come and work in Norway, so we created a website that is called taxnorway. … So this was in a way an assessment based on the fact that the volume is large here, and it is persistent right, we did not see any tendencies that it was going down at least, but it remained stable.
In the cases of Russian in Estonia and Polish in Norway, we can thus see how sometimes a language, the use of which is not required by any official legislation, can become an important asset for state institutions. As pointed out by Kochenov and de Varennes (2015) , 'state institutions are "more efficient" when they operate in the language(s) actually understood or mastered by the population of a country' (p. 59). In such cases, a budget is allocated for translation, as these languages seem to be regarded as 'a resource' (Ruíz, 1984 explanations. The participants in the study accepted the use of these languages on public sector websites in Estonia and Norway as something normal and routine. When the use of a language is taken for granted in a particular setting, or when its hegemony is not problematized or even discussed, we are dealing with implicit language management (Schiffman, 1998) . This is different from rendering a social action normal or natural (see for example Vaara, Tienari, & Laurila, 2006) , as there are no explicit explanations involved.
While the appearance of non-majority languages on state websites is marked, the use of Estonian and Bokmål is not marked. Their online prominence is therefore seen as something natural or logical and was not thematized in the interviews. The use of English on state websites was not questioned by any of the participants either. In the globalized world, it has become 'natural' to have a version of a website in English, the lingua franca of the information age. The use of English on websites has become a common-sense assumption for numerous reasons, such as
English being the language of technology and modernity, the global choice (Kelly-Holmes, 2014), and the neutral choice, although of course its usage and heritage are far from neutral (Pennycook, 2014) . Importantly, the construction of English as a global language and its iconization as the language of Internet and technology can serve as a powerful justification for the full or partial absence of online translations into minority languages.
Explaining exclusion
The model in Figure 2 is based on the interviews with institutional language managers in Norway only, as no instances of explaining language exclusion from state websites were found in the data from Estonia. The topics of why there is no information in the regional languages Võro or Seto, or in the languages of new immigrants who do not speak Russian, were not part of the interview guide and were not brought up by the interviewees either.
Estonia has neither signed nor ratified the European Charter for Regional or Minority
Languages and defines Võro and Seto spoken in Southern Estonia as 'dialect languages'
(murdekeel in Estonian) (see Rannut, 2008; Verschik, 2005) . According to the Language Act (2011), Võro and Seto can be used alongside standard Estonian in official texts in their traditional regions; however, the use of these 'dialect languages' is perceived as more locally oriented and not suitable for being used on state websites.
As for the use of immigrant languages on state websites in Estonia, it should be mentioned that in 2014, when the interviews were conducted, the number of immigrants to Estonia amounted to 4000. However, most of them were returning migrants, while most new immigrants arrived from Russia and Ukraine (Statistics Estonia, 2016) . At the time of the 2011 census, 68.5% of Estonia's population spoke Estonian as their first language, while Russian was the mother tongue of 29.6%, leaving less than 2% for other languages spoken as mother tongues (Statistics Estonia, 2016) . In parallel to the 'commonsensical' reasons described in the previous section for using certain languages online, we could see the absence of this topic as an indicator that the use of other languages than Estonian, Russian and English online is not (yet) even an issue to consider for the language managers in the Estonian state institutions. This is notably different from the Norwegian case, where immigration from a large number of countries is much more significant, and also an older phenomenon (more precisely, from the end of 1960s; Statistics Norway, 2016). Importantly, all three Norwegian state institutions in focus had previously tried adding immigrant languages to their websites, even though this was and is not required by any official regulation. September' (my translation). However, the website of the institution was the only contact method listed, and no phone number or address was provided. The only language from the ones used in the campaign, which was indeed also used on the website of the institution, was English.
(g) Economic reasons. This category includes the explanations about the absence of a language from a state website due to budgetary considerations. As pointed out by Gazzola (2006;  see also Spolsky, 2009, p. 212) , efficiency and cost may work in favor of a reduction in multilingualism in institutional communication. The participants in this study used the economic argument in order to justify the lack of translations into immigrant languages, as well as incomplete translations into Sámi. Such market-based justifications create, maintain, and reinforce a hierarchy of languages, where immigrant and indigenous minority languages remain at the bottom.
Hvis vi skulle ha ambisjon om å hatt tjuefire språk da, så ville det ha kosta veldig mye, vedlikehold ja.
If we were to have an ambition to have twenty-four languages, it would have cost very much, maintenance yes. (Labour and Welfare Administration)
Og da er det jo kost-nytte vurdering for oss på om vi skal bruke veldig mange, hundre tusen kroner, på å oversette det når på en måte behovet er som det er. Although multilingual production and dissemination of texts is much cheaper over the Internet than in more traditional media, it can indeed quickly become expensive to maintain a fully functioning multilingual website. However, the economic argument should only be accepted at face value, as 'the perception of how expensive a service is depends on the subjective value that the observer or the society attributes to it' (Gazzola, 2006, p. 400) . The fact that a service is costly does not mean that it is de facto too expensive (Grin, 1997, p. 4) , but rather that it is not prioritized within a given framework. Importantly, language legitimation and its positioning on the linguistic market (Bourdieu, 1991) (h) Logistical reasons are based on explanations involving the lack of a workforce necessary to manage the translations. This argumentation was mostly used to explain the absence of immigrant languages due to the challenges connected to managing large portals with tens of thousands of pages, and due to the absence of sufficient multilingual competence inside the institutions. As the participant in the Directorate of Immigration explained:
Vi ser at det er så uendelig mange språk vi forholder oss til, sånn at hvis vi skulle ha hatt alt på alle ulike språk, det ville vaert helt uoverkommelig, ikke sant. Logistical reasons were also mentioned in order to explain why the presence of Nynorsk on state websites was less than the 25%, which is required by the law:
Vi har vel ikke tjuefem prosent nynorsk, for selv om vi oversetter en del, så øker jo ofte bokmålstekstene enda mer.
[…] Det er staten som bestemmer og så prøver vi å nå opp til det, men lykkes dessverre ikke alltid helt, for at det økes alt for mye.
Well, we don't have twenty-five percent in Nynorsk because even though we translate quite a lot, the amount of texts in Bokmål often increases even more. […] It's the government who decides, and then we try to reach up to it but unfortunately do not always succeed because it increases too much.
As already mentioned above in the discussion of 'legal' reasons, such an attitude demonstrates a low prioritization of Nynorsk in the state institutions, and an attitude of seeing the required presence of Nynorsk more as a burden than as 'a resource' (Ruíz, 1984) . However, the 'logistical' argumentation was most broadly used in order to explain the removal of immigrant languages from the revised and updated version of the institutions' websites, all of which were launched around the time of the interviews. It should be pointed out, though, that the information in immigrant languages on the previous versions of the websites was highly limited, often consisting of only a couple of links or a very short text (see Berezkina, 2016) . The effort of maintaining one or two pages with key information for immigrants is not comparable to the logistical challenges of keeping a fully functioning language version of a website updated.
Therefore, the reasoning based on the logistical challenges of maintaining a multilingual website should be seen from a critical stance: similarly to the economic argument, we are here dealing with a lack of prioritization regarding certain languages, rather than objective constraints.
(i) Technical reasons. This category comprises explanations based on reference to the difficulties of processing special characters by the software used by the institutions, in order to justify the absence of a language or lacking translations. The technical argument was used by the Norwegian participants when they explained the difficulties of creating and maintaining a functioning website in immigrant languages. In addition, technical challenges in managing a website in Sámi were mentioned in connection to processing Sámi diacritics and special letters in databases. This is how the participant in the Tax Administration explained this matter:
Og så er det en del problematikk knyttet til tekniske løsninger, altså innrapporteringsløsninger hvor det er en del tegn man ikke håndterer, sånn som for samisk.
[…] Og det er noe man ser i større og større grad, også i IT-sammenheng, at språk er en fordyrende og kompliserende faktor når du skal inn i de store systemene og det knytter seg til spesialtegn spesielt. It is important to understand 'the way in which hardware and software perform regulatory functions -whether mandated by legal authorities or not' (Mac Síthigh, 2015, p. 83) . Online multilingual communication is mediated through technology and influenced both by the affordances and the constraints of various digital tools (Jones & Hafner, 2012) . Although many of the technical limitations (for example, in multilingual data processing and website layout in other than Roman alphabets that require non-ASCII i characters) have been overcome in the last decade, there are still software restrictions on the use of diacritics and other alphabets. Standardized hardware and software that are incompatible with special characters can therefore pose a threat to the use of some languages on state websites. However, not investing into the development of technical solutions for processing characters used in non-majority languages should also be seen as a matter of prioritization ultimately driven by language ideologies in state institutions.
Discussion and conclusions
Some of the categories derived from the interviews are similar to those proposed by Gazzola (2006) in regard to the management of multilingualism in the European Union. Gazzola has listed the variables at stake as those of legal, political, cultural, functional, and budgetary nature. The language managers assign different degrees of importance to these variables, creating different 'sets of priorities' (Gazzola, 2006, p. 400 drive the justification but this seems to reflect the idea that multilingualism is problematic ('costly and complicating'). Immigrant minority languages are consistently positioned at the bottom of linguistic hierarchies (Extra & Gorter, 2008; Liddicoat, 2013) . This is well shown in the participants' explanations, which treat these languages more or less as 'a problem' (Ruíz, 1984) .
When the language policy actors explain away the absence of immigrant languages on state websites, they contribute to the delegitimation of certain sociolinguistic phenomena in the public sector, and to the non-recognition and non-representation of crucial multilingual practices (Duchêne, Moyer, & Roberts 2013, p. 8) . In this way, while virtual spaces allow for an increasing linguistic heterogeneity, the Internet can also be a mechanism to reinforce and strengthen homogeneity (Berezkina, 2016; Phyak, 2015) .
The case of Russian on public sector websites in Estonia, on the other hand, demonstrates how multilingual practices that are not officially supported by state legislation can nevertheless be well accommodated by the institutions of the state. There is thus a significant contrast between official policies and real-life practices: despite the officially monolingual focus of the Estonian legislation, the institutional reality supports public multilingualism, at least in the virtual public sector. The extent to which a language is institutionalized can have a significant influence on the status attached to this language (May, 2015) . The way the participants in this study supported the use of Russian on state websites indicates that the use of Russian in the Estonia's virtual public sector is more or less normalized. At least for state employees who are aware of the communicational needs with the broader public, the Russian language appears to be a valued resource.
Finally, the use of certain languages in state communication is highly unlikely to be considered from such aspects as the economic or logistical challenges. A good example of this is the use of English, which has a powerful position in the 'constellation of languages' (Extra & Gorter, 2008) . Both in the Estonian and the Norwegian case, the widespread use of English on state websites was not questioned even once by the language managers. This demonstrates how normalized the presence of this 'hypercentral' (De Swaan, 2001 ) lingua franca has become in globalized countries like Norway and Estonia, and especially in cyberspace.
As the interview data show, institutional actors bring in a multiplicity of reasons in order to explain the prioritization of certain languages over others in online state communication. The covert language policy on institutional websites finds itself at the interface of overt policy statements which are influenced by political and governmental interests, and more covert considerations inside the institutions (Schiffman, 1998; Shohamy, 2006) , which are based on the more locally situated needs, beliefs, and experiences. As suggested by numerous scholars (e.g. 
